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Semiconductors are a vital underpinning of our modern digital life. The
United States and its allies have long been leaders in this technology, yet
our adversaries seek to close the gap in innovation leadership and
technological acumen. The policies of Beijing to foster their own
semiconductor industry and the development of “military-civil fusion”
presents a direct threat to the economic prosperity and national security
of the United States. The importance of semiconductors, the web of global
supply chains, and the need to marshal international cooperation make
this a complex challenge for policymakers to address.

 
In this CSPC Geotech program white paper, CSPC Senior Advisor Andy
Keiser analyzes the history of the Chinese semiconductor industry and
Beijing’s policies of subsidization, IP theft, industrial espionage, and forced
tech transfer—and lays out some recommendations to mitigate this threat.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Semiconductors are essential to much of the U.S. economic and national security of the present and 
future.  

The United States and our allies should take immediate action to secure the semiconductor and 
semiconductor manufacturing equipment (SME) supply chain and prevent reliance on or infiltration by 
adversarial nations like China. 

Introduction 

Through its “Made in China 2025” plan, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has made it a top priority 
to wean itself off of Western technology, including semiconductors. Their attempts to capture increased 
market share and leverage critical supply chains as a geopolitical weapon—combined with their history 
of utilizing technology to conduct espionage or economic disruption—pose a clear threat to U.S. 
national security.  

Semiconductors were first commercialized via transistors at Bell Labs in New Jersey following World War 
II in 1948 and the process to manufacture transistors using silicon was perfected by Texas Instruments 
shortly thereafter. Over time, these transistors and circuits were made onto single chips, which have 
become gradually smaller and more powerful over time.  

Industry Landscape 

The United States of America has largely dominated the global semiconductor industry as U.S. military 
R&D support and product demand led to the explosion of the industry that occurred in the 1970s and 
1980s.  

More recently, South Korean manufacturers vaulted toward the top of the semiconductor market, while 
Taiwan, the European Union and Japan remain solid, new entrants from China, backed by the full force 
of their government, have seen double-digit growth in recent years. 

Development of Semiconductor Industry in Adversarial Nations  

• Russia 

During the 1960s, the then Soviet Union developed microelectronic technologies, including 
semiconductors, domestically with some success with companies such as Mikron and Angstrem. 
Though typically lagging the capability and sophistication of their Western adversaries, Soviet 
chips were serviceable. In recent years, Russia sought to rejuvenate its semiconductor and 
microelectronic business in an effort to create some independence from the U.S. and its allies, 
but this effort was stymied by international politics.  

• China 

During the 1960s, Chinese industry first developed semiconductors and for a period of thirty 
years the government managed a top-down style that focused on state-planning and reliance on 
domestic semiconductor producers.  
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Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation (SMIC) was founded in 2000 in 
Shanghai by an industry veteran who worked in the U.S. and Taiwan. It is now a top five global 
foundry.  

Founded in 2004, HiSilicon is the fabless chipmaker and direct subsidiary of Chinese 
telecommunications giant Huawei.  

In the 2010s, three notable new Chinese-based players were introduced to the global 
semiconductor scene -ChangXin Memory Technologies (CXMT), Yangtze Memory Technologies 
Co. (YMTC), and Fujian Jinhua Integrated Circuit Co. 

Chinese Government Industrial Policy 

Beijing’s central planners follow a clear pattern for those key industries they seek to dominate: 

First, build technical knowhow through the following means: intellectual property (IP) theft overseas; 
domestic state-sponsored research and development; acquisition of IP via joint venture or direct 
investment; requirements forcing Chinese business partners and technology transfers for entry into the 
Chinese market; and, domestic workforce training and support.  

Second, create a robust domestic industry by guaranteeing market share in the world’s second largest 
economy; transfer stolen IP from the Chinese military and intelligence services to domestic companies; 
secure access to necessary natural resources, provide lines of credit from state-sponsored financial 
institutions; and, institute quotas and tariffs on foreign competitors in China.  

Third, flood the global market with products at- or below-cost to increase Chinese companies’ global 
market share and bankrupt foreign competitors, while sustaining said losses through lines of credit from 
state-sponsored financial institutions.  

In addition to seeking leadership in R&D and independence in sensitive technologies, Beijing seeks to 
maintain interdependence further down the value chain or to increase interdependence through greater 
financial ties and cross-investment.  

National Security Threat 

• Military and Intelligence Use 

Semiconductors are essential components in every nation’s military and intelligence systems 
including communications systems, satellites, fighter jets, bombers, tanks, and armored 
personnel carriers. 

The United States Department of Justice brought numerous cases of espionage by Chinese 
government officials seeking to acquire sensitive U.S. technology and national defense secrets.  

Top Chinese semiconductor producer SMIC maintains close ties to the Chinese military and 
CCP. One of SMIC’s top customers is Huawei, which is known to have direct ties and a 
foundation upon the Chinese military and intelligence services. All Chinese-domiciled 
companies, including Chinese semiconductor companies CXMT and YMTC, are required to 
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cooperate with the Chinese military and intelligence services under the 2017 National 
Intelligence Law of the People’s Republic.  

Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russian government leaders have unsuccessfully sought 
to rejuvenate its technology sector, including the semiconductor industry, in an attempt to 
diversify its economy from reliance on energy production. The challenge for Russia, much like 
their Soviet predecessors, is scale. The Russian domestic market is too small and isolated to 
support domestic suppliers, and, while Russia may match the West and China in technical 
acumen, they lack the ability and capacity to produce cutting-edge technologies at scale. 

• Telecommunications 

Semiconductors are critical components of most modern telecommunications equipment 
including mobile devices, base stations, and routers. Reliance on these devices creates a 
vulnerability that forces national security policy makers to prioritize the supply chain security of 
these technologies, including semiconductors. 

• Future technologies 

Semiconductors are critical to emerging technologies such as fifth generation wireless 
technologies (5G), autonomous vehicles, artificial intelligence (AI), and increased Internet of 
Things (IoT) applications. 

Through its “Made in China 2025” plan, China seeks to dominate each of these high-tech areas 
and the next-generation semiconductors which make them possible. 

• Supply Chain Security 

Supply chain security is of utmost importance to the Pentagon. Yet a single Senate Armed 
Services Committee investigation in 2012 found 1,800 cases of counterfeit electronic parts in 
defense equipment—each case presenting its own potential vulnerability.   

Should the domestic semiconductor industrial base collapse, the U.S. military and intelligence 
services could lose access to the critical, secure supply chains necessary to conduct operations 
safely and securely. 

U.S. Policy Response to the Threat 

• CFIUS/FIRRMA 

American Presidents used the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CIFIUS) 
five times to block foreign investment transactions since its inception in 1975, three of which 
impacted the semiconductor industry. 

In 2018, Congress approved, and President Donald Trump signed into law legislation targeting 
CFIUS review of national security risks in new areas including private equity investments and joint 
ventures acquiring sensitive technologies, including in the semiconductor industry. 
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• Entity List 

In 2018, the United States Department of Commerce Bureau of Industry Security (BIS) added 
Chinese semiconductor company Fujian Jinhua Integrated Circuit Company, Ltd (Jinhua) to its 
Entity List in response to theft of intellectual property from U.S.-based Micron.  

Last year, BIS added HiSilicon to the Entity List when it expanded Huawei’s listing to all global 
affiliates. 

• Export Controls 

In 2018, Congress passed, and the President signed into law the Export Control Reform Act 
(ECRA). The ECRA sought to restrict exports to China of key foundational and emerging 
technologies, including semiconductors, citing a national security threat. 

In August of 2020, BIS issued its long-awaited advanced notice of proposed rulemaking 
concerning foundational technologies from ECRA. The notice highlights that the export of 
semiconductor manufacturing equipment to indigenous military modernization efforts in China, 
Russia, and Venezuela may pose a national security threat. 

• “Military End User” Licensure 

In September of 2020, the Commerce Department announced to companies doing business 
with SMIC that they would need to apply for “military end user” licenses—which had not 
previously been required.  

• Counterintelligence 

80 percent of all economic espionage prosecutions brought by the U.S. Department of Justice 
are reported to involve cases that would benefit China. 

In 2018, the United States Department of Justice unveiled a new China Initiative “to confront 
China’s malign behaviors and to protect U.S. technology.” 

• Domestic Production Incentives 

Senators John Cornyn and Mark Warner have introduced S. 3933, The CHIPS for America Act, 
which would provide $22 billion in financial incentives and R&D to facilitate domestic 
semiconductor manufacturing.  

Senators Tom Cotton and Chuck Schumer have introduced similar legislation called the 
American Foundries Act. 

• Hong Kong 

Following passage of a new national security law extending mainland governance and authority 
over the previously semi-autonomous region (SAR) of Hong Kong, the Commerce Department 
extended export controls to China for key technologies, including semiconductors, to the Hong 
Kong SAR as well. 
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• International Push 

The U.S. Department of State leads an inter-agency initiative to warn allies around the world of 
the inherent dangers of Chinese military-civil fusion and their growth in key dual-use 
technologies such as semiconductors.  

Global Policy Response to the Threat 

In 1996, the Wassenaar Arrangement was approved by 33 nations as the first global multilateral 
arrangement on export controls for sensitive dual-use goods and technologies. Last year, the group 
updated the pact to include new language on semiconductors and semiconductor manufacturing 
equipment (SME). 

• Netherlands 

Media reports indicate that the Dutch government blocked a shipment of an advanced chip-
making machine by Dutch SME maker ASML to China-based SMIC. 

• Japan 

Media reports have indicated that major Japanese semiconductor firms, including Tokyo 
Electron, would not sell to products to Chinese companies that end up on the BIS Entity List. 

Last year, media reports indicated that Japan was considering advanced technology exports 
controls like what the United States has promulgated focusing on the threat from China. 

• India 

Following deadly border clashes with China, India has banned 118 Chinese apps. Media reports 
also indicate that India is moving to restrict Chinese telecommunications companies from 
building out future domestic telecommunications networks. 

• United Kingdom and the European Union 

The United Kingdom and several major carriers in European Union countries have reportedly 
decided to not use Chinese telecommunications giants Huawei or ZTE to build out their 5G 
networks. 

• Taiwan 

In response to increased aggression from China, Taiwan has taken a series of steps targeting 
mainland-based technology companies. The largest semiconductor foundry in the world, Taiwan 
Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC), announced that it would not sell its high-end 
chips to Huawei or HiSilicon. 

• South Korea 

South Korea decided to both boost its domestic champions and provide some independence 
from China when it decided to have Samsung and other domestic companies build South 
Korea’s 5G network. Media reports indicate that both Samsung, SK Hynix and LG Display will 
cease supplying Huawei with high end components. 
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Policy Recommendations 

• Entity Listing 

Should existing measures such as “military end user” licensure and other export controls fail to 
meet this national security challenge, BIS should add SMIC, CXMT, YMTC and potentially other 
Chinese-domiciled semiconductor companies as warranted to the Entity List. Sensitive U.S. 
components should not go to further the military technology of our primary geopolitical 
competitor.  

• Export Controls 

BIS should conclude a swift, but thoughtful, interagency rulemaking for its export restrictions of 
foundational technologies to include high-end semiconductors and SME to the state-owned 
enterprises of adversarial nations like China and Russia. 

• Diplomatic Pressure 

The U.S. State Department should continue to lead the interagency on a global diplomatic effort 
to ensure allies understand the risks of using state-backed Chinese technology. The 
Department’s Clean Network Initiative programs should be expanded to include 
semiconductors. 

• Incent Domestic Production 

Domestic and allied production capacity should be a key consideration for policymakers as they 
consider policies affecting semiconductor supply chains and their security. To foster domestic 
capacity and continued U.S. innovation leadership, Congress should immediately approve and 
the President should sign into law the CHIPS for America Act or something similar to match the 
massive financial incentives China is pouring into its own state-backed industry, creating a 
national security threat to the U.S. and our allies.  

• Expand Defense Industrial Base to Semiconductor Production 

Utilizing the Industrial Base Fund and the Defense Production Act’s Title III financial tools, this 
would be done in a similar way to how the U.S. Defense Industrial Base protects ship, tank and 
airplane manufacturing lines, none of which function without high-end semiconductors. 

• Prepare for Retaliation 

Should the United States take the actions above, we certainly should prepare for relation by the 
Chinese government to related or potentially unrelated industries, or individuals.



INTRODUCTION 
Building off of the Center for the Study of the Presidency and Congress (CSPC) 2019 paper titled 
“Geotech: Fostering Competitiveness for Technological Competition,” this paper intends to be a 
deeper examination of semiconductors—their importance to the economy and military of the present 
and future and the threat adversarial nations’ semiconductor industries and related policies pose to the 
United States.2 

Through its “Made in China 2025” plan, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has made it a top priority 
to wean itself off of Western technology, including semiconductors. Their attempts to capture increased 
market share and leverage critical supply chains as a geopolitical weapon—combined with their history 
of utilizing technology to conduct espionage or economic disruption—pose a clear threat to U.S. 
national security. Though the Russian government has had some past success in the field and maintains 
interest in developing its industry in the present, the primary threat today looms from the rapidly rising 
capacity of state-backed semiconductor companies in China. 

This report focuses on the importance of silicon semiconductor3 computer chips or integrated circuits as 
essential components in the in the fabrication of electronic devices such as televisions, radios, 
computers, medical devices, and mobile devices that are major features of modern, daily life.4 

Semiconductors were first commercialized via transistors at Bell Labs in New Jersey following World War 
II in 1948 and the process to manufacture transistors using silicon was perfected by Texas Instruments 
shortly thereafter.5 Over time, these transistors and circuits were made onto single chips, which have 
become gradually smaller and more powerful.6 The industry has expanded to several countries and is 
now a $500 billion global industry responsible for 240,000 direct jobs in the United States alone.7  

There are four main categories of semiconductor computer chips: memory chips, microprocessors, 
standard chips, and complex systems-on-a-chip. Chips are also divided by types of circuitry: digital, 
analog, or mixed.8 Microprocessing chips serve as the central processing unit (CPU) of a computer or 
mobile device.9 Memory chips include flash, non-volatile memory (NAND), or dynamic random-access 
memory (DRAM).10 

 
2 CSPC, “Geotech. Fostering Competitiveness For Technological Competition.” September 2019. 
https://www.thepresidency.org/geotech-report 
3 Semiconductors are materials that have a conductivity between conductors, typically metals, and non-conductors, such as glass or 
ceramic. 
4 Semiconductor Industry Association, “Building America’s Innovation Economy.” May 14, 2020. 
https://www.semiconductors.org/semiconductors-101/what-is-a-semiconductor/ 
5 Sharon Gaudin, “The transistor: The most important invention of the 20th century?” Computer World, December 12, 2007. 
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2538123/the-transistor--the-most-important-invention-of-the-20th-century-.html 
6 Computer History Museum, “The Integrated Circuit.” https://www.computerhistory.org/revolution/digital-logic/12/276 
7 Semiconductor Industry Association, “2019 Factbook.” May 2019. https://www.semiconductors.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/05/2019-SIA-Factbook-FINAL.pdf 
8 Investopedia, “The Main Types of Chips Produced by Semiconductor Companies.” May 19, 2020. 
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/042115/what-are-main-types-chips-produced-semiconductor-companies.asp 
9 Peng Zhang, Advanced Industrial Control Technology. Science Direct, 2010. 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/microprocessor-chips 
10 Margaret Rouse, “DRAM (dynamic random-access memory).” Tech Target, November 2019. 
https://searchstorage.techtarget.com/definition/DRAM 
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INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE 
The United States of America has largely dominated the global semiconductor industry as U.S. military 
R&D support and product demand led to the explosion of the industry that occurred in the 1970s and 
1980s. Via companies like Intel, the United States leads in microprocessing chips and NAND, and is a 
leader in DRAM via Micron—though South Korean companies including Samsung and SK Hynix now 
lead the global DRAM market.11 

The 1980s and early 1990s saw the arrival of strong Japanese electronics companies, such as Toshiba 
and NEC, which led to significant growth in the semiconductor space, propelling them to lead in the 
DRAM market during portions of those decades. However, from the mid-1990s until recently, the United 
States retook the overall leading position largely due to the rapid growth of a market for PCs and 
smartphones. This market is dominated by U.S. chip manufacturers such as Intel and Micron, and fabless 
semiconductor companies like Qualcomm, Broadcom, Nvidia, and AMD—companies designing their 
own chips and procuring them from other fabricators, or fabs.12  

More recently, South Korean manufacturers vaulted toward the top of the semiconductor market, while 
Taiwan, the European Union and Japan remain solid. New entrants from China, backed by the full force 
of the government, have seen double-digit growth in recent years.13 

The countries and companies identified above invest more than $70 billion total annually in research and 
development of next-generation semiconductors.14 

Development of Semiconductor Industry in Adversarial Nations  

Ø Russia 
 
During the 1960s, the then Soviet Union developed microelectronic technologies, 
including semiconductors, domestically with some success from companies such as 
Mikron and Angstrem. Though typically lagging the capability and sophistication of their 
Western adversaries, Soviet chips were serviceable. A major part of Soviet 
semiconductor development was enabled by espionage from the Soviet intelligence 
services. A now-declassified 1982 CIA report highlights semiconductors as a “major field 
of interest to Soviet and Eastern European visitors to the United States.” 15  Over time, 
the Soviet Union’s and then Russia’s domestic semiconductor industry weakened due to 
lack of innovation and imports from abroad.  
 

 
11 Vlad Savov, “Samsung is now the world’s biggest chipmaker.” The Verge, Jan 31, 2018. 
https://www.theverge.com/2018/1/31/16954228/samsung-memory-chipmaker-world-biggest-2018 
12 Bill McClean, “Tracking the Top 10 Semiconductor Sales Leaders Over 26 Years.” IC Insights, December 12, 2011. 
https://www.icinsights.com/news/bulletins/Tracking-The-Top-10-Semiconductor-Sales-Leaders-Over-26-Years/ 
13 Deloitte, “Semiconductors – the Next Wave- Opportunities and winning strategies for semiconductor companies.” April 2019. 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/cn/Documents/technology-media-telecommunications/deloitte-cn-tmt-
semiconductors-the-next-wave-en-190422.pdf 
14 Supra note 4. 
15 Central Intelligence Agency, “Soviet Acquisition of Western Technology.” April 1982. 
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP84B00049R001503890021-8.pdf 
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In recent years, Russia sought to rejuvenate its semiconductor and microelectronic 
business in an effort to create some independence from the U.S. and its allies, but this 
effort was stymied by international politics and limitations in their industries’ ability to 
produce high-tech components at scale. For example, Angstrem had begun developing 
new, sophisticated chips but this effort was severely hampered by U.S. sanctions 
prohibiting key imports in response to Russia’s annexation of Crimea in Ukraine.16 
 

Ø China 
 
During the 1960s, Chinese industry first developed semiconductors, and, for a period of 
thirty years, the government managed a top-down style that focused on state-planning 
and reliance on domestic semiconductor producers. That changed in the 1990s when 
the industry began partnering with foreign companies via joint ventures and found some 
mixed success.17 
 
Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation (SMIC) was founded in 2000 in  
Shanghai by an industry veteran who worked in the U.S. and Taiwan. It is now a top five 
global foundry.18 
 
In the 2010s, three notable new Chinese-based players were introduced to the global 
semiconductor scene. Created as a “pilot project of the Made in China 2025” initiative, 
ChangXin Memory Technologies (CXMT) grew to become a player in the DRAM market 
while Yangtze Memory Technologies Co. (YMTC) saw major growth in NAND. Fujian 
Jinhua Integrated Circuit Co. rapidly became major producer of DRAM before shutting 
down following U.S. action to restrict their access to U.S.-made components.19 
 
Founded in 2004, HiSilicon is the fabless chipmaker and direct subsidiary of Chinese 
telecommunications giant Huawei. HiSilicon exclusively provides chips both for Huawei’s 
network infrastructure and its mobile device businesses.20 
 
The recent, rapid growth of the indigenous Chinese semiconductor industry drew the 
attention of global policymakers worried about supply chain security, their own domestic 
industry and China’s rise and their predatory practices. 

 

 
16 Maria Kolomychenko, “Russian high tech project flounders after U.S. sanctions.” Reuters, October 17, 2018. 
https://fr.reuters.com/article/us-russia-usa-sanctions-technology-exclu-idUSKCN1MR1LF 
17 John VerWey, “Chinese Semiconductor Industrial Policy: Past and Present.” United States International Trade Commission 
Journal of International Commerce and Economics, July 2019. 
https://www.usitc.gov/publications/332/journals/chinese_semiconductor_industrial_policy_past_and_present_jice_july_2019.pdf 
18 Id. 
19 “首颗‘合肥造’存储器今年有望下线,” accessed October 14, 2020, www.sohu.com/a/228578667_163577 
20 Robert Triggs, “HiSilicon: What you need to know about Huawei’s chip design unit.” Android Authority, August 24, 2020. 
https://www.androidauthority.com/huawei-hisilicon-
852231/#:~:text=HiSilicon%20was%20founded%20in%202004,modems%20for%20its%20networking%20equipment. 
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Chinese Government Industrial Policy 

CCP leadership seeks independence from its global adversaries in the West, including from the 
key technologies of the future it intends to dominate. The fact that China consumes more than 
50 percent of the global semiconductor market but only produces five percent adds extra 
urgency for CCP central planners.21 The “Made in China 2025” plan builds off earlier industrial 
plans to become 70% reliant on domestic companies by 2025 for key technologies and seeks a 
dominant position by 2049 – the 100 year anniversary of the successful CCP revolution.22 In the 
past ten years, the CCP released 100 separate plans identifying development of the domestic 
semiconductor industry as a key objective.23 
 
Beijing’s central planning follows a clear pattern for those industries they seek to dominate: 
 

o First, build technical knowhow through the following means: intellectual property (IP) 
theft overseas; domestic state-sponsored research and development; acquisition of IP 
via joint venture or direct investment; requirements forcing Chinese business partners 
and technology transfers for entry into the Chinese market; and, domestic workforce 
training and support.  

o Second, create a robust domestic industry by guaranteeing market share in the world’s 
second largest economy; transfer stolen IP from the Chinese military and intelligence 
services to domestic companies; secure access to necessary natural resources, provide 
lines of credit from state-sponsored financial institutions; and, institute quotas and tariffs 
on foreign competitors in China.  

o Third, flood the global market with products at- or below-cost to increase Chinese 
companies’ global market share and bankrupt foreign competitors, while sustaining said 
losses through lines of credit from state-sponsored financial institutions. 24 25 

 
CCP leaders announced they intend to follow the same playbook in advanced technologies such 
as semiconductors. A recent investigation found that Chinese government-backed hackers 
compromised at least seven Taiwanese chip firms, while news reports indicate that  
 

Beijing is preparing broad support for so-called third generation semiconductors 
for the five years through 2025…A suite of measures to bolster research, 

 
21 Jeffrey Craid, “China’s Semiconductor Industry.” Daxue Consulting, March 26, 2020. https://daxueconsulting.com/chinas-
semiconductor-industry/ 
22 James McBride and Andrew Chatzky, “Is ‘Made in China 2025’ a Threat to Global Trade?” Council on Foreign Relations, May 13, 
2019. https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/made-china-2025-threat-global-trade  
23 Supra note 13. 
24 Office of the United States Trade Representative, Executive Office of the President, “Findings of the Investigation Into China’s 
Acts, Policies and Practices Related to Technology Transfer, Intellectual Property, and Innovation Under Section 301 of the Trade 
Act of 1974.” March 22, 2018. https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/Section%20301%20FINAL.PDF 
25 Joint Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Terrorism, Nonproliferation, and Trade and the Subcommittee on Asian and the 
Pacific of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, House of Representatives, One Hundred Fifteenth Congress, Second Session. July 11, 
2018. https://docs.house.gov/meetings/FA/FA18/20180711/108531/HHRG-115-FA18-Transcript-20180711.pdf 
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education and financing for the industry will be presented to the country’s top 
leaders in October.26 27  

 
In total, some experts believe that “China plans to invest $1.4 trillion over the next decade to 
develop a ‘closed-loop semiconductor ecosystem’ that would eliminate U.S. chip exports by 
2035.”28 29 Though Chinese firms enjoyed the most success in memory chips—NAND and 
DRAM, they are likely only a few years away from being able to competitively produce the most 
advanced chips.30 
 
In addition to seeking leadership in R&D and independence in sensitive technologies, Beijing 
seeks to maintain interdependence further down the value chain or to increase interdependence 
through greater financial ties and cross-investment. Whether this is to promote transpacific 
commerce and investment or to weaponize the interdependence in supply chains is left to the 
eye of the beholder.  
 
This creates a challenge for policymakers, as the U.S. semiconductor industry and U.S. consumer 
electronics companies have close commercial ties with their Chinese counterparts. As measures 
to counter Chinese threats to U.S. national security are implemented, government and the 
private sector should maintain dialogue about these measures—and, specific to this sector, 
impacts on international supply chains and semiconductor fabrication capacity. 

National Security Threat of State-Backed Chinese Semiconductor Companies 

• Military and Intelligence Use 

Semiconductors are essential components in every nation’s military and intelligence systems 
including communications systems, satellites, fighter jets, bombers, tanks, and armored 
personnel carriers.31 

A proposed rule by the U.S. Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) in 
August of 2020 notes “items including semiconductor manufacturing equipment…can be tied to 
indigenous military innovation efforts in China, Russia or Venezuela. Accordingly, they may pose 
a national security threat.”32 

 
26 Sean Lyngaas, “Hacking group has hit Taiwan's prized semiconductor industry, Taiwanese firm says.” Cyberscoop, August 6, 
2020. https://www.cyberscoop.com/cycraft-taiwan-semiconductor-espionage-black-hat/ 
27 Bloomberg News, “China to Plan Sweeping Support for Chip Sector to Counter Trump.” Bloomberg News, September 3, 2020. 
https://www.bloombergquint.com/business/china-is-said-to-plan-broad-chip-sector-support-to-counter-trump 
28 George Leopold, “Chip Sector Set to Ride Out the Pandemic Storm.” EET Asia, July 16, 2020. https://www.eetasia.com/chip-
sector-set-to-ride-out-the-pandemic-storm/ 
29 Stephen Edsell, “An Allied Approach to Semiconductor Leadership.” Information Technology and Innovation Foundation, 
September 17, 2020. https://itif.org/publications/2020/09/17/allied-approach-semiconductor-leadership 
30 Jim Lewis, “Managing Semiconductor Exports to China.” Center for Strategic and International Studies, May 5, 2020. 
https://www.csis.org/analysis/managing-semiconductor-exports-china 
31 Industrial College of the Armed Forces, National Defense University, “Electronics Industry Study Report: 
Semiconductors and Defense Electronics.” 2003. https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a524792.pdf 
32 Bureau of Industry and Security, “Identification and Review of Controls for Certain Foundational Technologies.” Federal Register, 
August 27, 2020. https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/08/27/2020-18910/identification-and-review-of-controls-for-
certain-foundational-technologies 
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The U.S. Department of Justice brought numerous cases of espionage against Chinese 
government officials uncovered stealing sensitive U.S. technology and national defense 
secrets.33 In one 2019 conviction, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) professor Yi-Chi 
Shih was convicted of sending sensitive semiconductor chips with military applications to 
Chinese government military contractors.  

The semiconductor chips at the heart of this case were shipped to Chengdu GaStone 
Technology Company (CGTC), a Chinese company that was building a [Monolithic Microwave 
Integrated Circuits or MMIC] manufacturing facility in Chengdu. Shih was the president of CGTC, 
which in 2014 was placed on the Commerce Department’s Entity List, according to court 
documents: 

Due to its involvement in activities contrary to the national security and foreign 
policy interest of the United States—specifically, that it had been involved in the 
illicit procurement of commodities and items for unauthorized military end use in 
China.34  

According to Michael Elleman, director of the nonproliferation and nuclear policy program at the 
International Institute for Strategic Studies’ Americas division, MMICs provide the underlying 
data needed for acquiring enhanced targets, and providing data-rich high-speed, secure 
communications that can jam or spoof enemy radars or communications.35 

Top Chinese semiconductor producer SMIC maintains close ties to the Chinese military and 
CCP. Testing and technology transfers are common between SMIC, defense contractors, and 
other state-owned technology providers. People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and defense industrial 
base researchers use SMIC chips and processes directly in their research, including for aerospace 
and military applications. The shareholders of SMIC are a “who’s who” of the Chinese military 
industrial and research universe, with close ties to top CCP leadership and key core functions.36 
One of SMIC’s top customers is Huawei, which is known to have direct ties and a foundation to 
the Chinese military and intelligence services.37 38 All Chinese domiciled companies, including 
Chinese semiconductors companies SMIC, CXMT and YMTC, are required to cooperate with the 
Chinese military and intelligence services under the 2017 National Intelligence Law of the 
People’s Republic. Article seven of that law states: “Any organization or citizen shall support, 
assist and cooperate with the state intelligence work.”39 On a broader political scale, Xi Jinping 

 
33 U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission,“2019 Report to Congress.” November 2019. 
https://www.uscc.gov/sites/default/files/2019-11/2019%20Annual%20Report%20to%20Congress.pdf 
34 U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Public Affairs, “Electrical Engineer Convicted of Conspiring to Illegally Export to China 
Semiconductor Chips with Missile Guidance Applications.” July 2, 2019. https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/electrical-engineer-
convicted-conspiring-illegally-export-china-semiconductor-chips-missile 
35 Colleen Shalby, “UCLA professor faces 219 years in prison for conspiring to send U.S. missile chips to China.” The Morning Call, 
July 11, 2019. https://www.mcall.com/la-me-ucla-professor-military-china-20190711-story.html 
36 SOSi: “Blue Heron: Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation.” August 2020. 
37 Id. 
38 United States House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, “Investigative Report on the U.S. National Security Issues 
Posed by Chinese Telecommunications Companies Huawei and ZTE.” October 8, 2012. https://republicans-
intelligence.house.gov/sites/intelligence.house.gov/files/documents/huawei-zte%20investigative%20report%20(final).pdf 
39 Chinese National People’s Congress Network, “National Intelligence Law of the People's Republic.” Brown University, June 27, 
2017. https://cs.brown.edu/courses/csci1800/sources/2017_PRC_NationalIntelligenceLaw.pdf 
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and the CCP promise entrepreneurs and business leaders profits, but only if they cooperate with 
the party’s goals, leadership, and security.40 This military-civil fusion and the politicization of 
corporate decision-making demonstrate the little independence the private sector has from the 
state in China, unlike in democratic nations.  

Russia’s semiconductor industry was developed in the 1960’s to supply the Soviet military.41 
Companies Mikron and Angstrem maintained close ties to the Soviet Communist Party and 
government leadership. In 1981 Angstrem received the Order of the October Revolution, which 
was given “for services furthering communism or the state, or in enhancing the defenses of the 
Soviet Union, military and civil.”42 

Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russian government leaders sought to rejuvenate its 
technology sector, including the semiconductor industry, in an attempt to diversify its economy 
from reliance on energy production. These efforts failed multiple times due to lack of technical 
expertise, robust foreign competition, difficulties achieving scale production of high-tech 
components, and Western sanctions responding to malign Russian activity.43 

• Telecommunications 

Semiconductors are critical components of most modern telecommunications equipment 
including mobile devices, base stations, and routers.44 Thirty-three percent of all semiconductors 
made are devoted to communications equipment, including networking equipment and radios 
in smartphones.45 

Reliance on these devices creates a vulnerability that forces national security policy makers to 
prioritize the supply chain security of these technologies—including for semiconductors. Having 
to rely on an untrustworthy manufacturer of semiconductors itself creates a vulnerability. 

• Future technologies 
 
Globally, analysts predict the semiconductor industry to continue its strong growth for years 
ahead due to emerging technologies coming online such as fifth generation wireless 
technologies (5G), autonomous vehicles, artificial intelligence (AI), and increased Internet of 
Things (IoT) applications.46 
 

 
40 Buckley, Chris and Bradsher, Keith, “China’s Communists to Private Business: You Heed Us, We’ll Help You.” The New York 
Times, September 25, 2020, revision. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/17/business/china-communist-private-business.html  
41 Shmelev, Nikolai and Popov, Vladimir, “The Turning Point: Revitalizing the Soviet Economy.” Doubleday; 1st Edition October 1, 
1989. 
42 Wikipedia. “Angstrem (company).” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angstrem_(company) 
43 Supra note 16. 
44 Asthana, Rajiv; Kumar, Ashok; Dahotre, Narendra B, “Materials Processing and Manufacturing Science.” Elsevier, First Edition 
January 9, 2006. 
45 Matt Hamblen, “Telecom equipment revenues to grow 5% through 2020.” Fierce Electronics, September 8, 2020. 
https://www.fierceelectronics.com/electronics/telecom-equipment-revenues-to-grow-5-through-2020 
46 Supra note 13. 
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Through its “Made in China 2025” plan, China seeks to dominate each of these high-tech areas 
and the next generation semiconductors which make them possible.47 Should China become a 
leading manufacturer of semiconductors, the future of our economic prosperity and national 
security would be reliant upon suppliers based in and governed by a commercial, military, 
political, and ethical rival. 
 

• Supply Chain Security 
 
Supply chain security is of utmost importance to the Pentagon. Semiconductors made 
specifically to military specifications (MilSpec) are manufactured at specialized foundries to 
ensure integrity. Semiconductors manufactured to MilSpec should not have malign or benign 
malware or counterfeit parts. Yet a single Senate Armed Services Committee investigation in 
2012 found 1,800 cases of counterfeit electronic parts in defense equipment—each case not 
only presenting its own potential vulnerability, but also endangering the men and women 
serving the United States.48   
 
Should the domestic semiconductor industrial base collapse, the U.S. military and intelligence 
services could lose access to the critical, secure supply chains necessary to conduct safe and 
secure operations to protect the American people.49 

POLICY RESPONSE TO THE THREAT 
U.S. Response 

 
Ø CFIUS/FIRRMA 

American Presidents used the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States 
(CIFIUS) five times to block foreign investment transactions since its inception in 1975, 
three of which impacted the semiconductor industry. In 2016, President Barack Obama 
used CFIUS to block the acquisition of Aixtron, a German semiconductor firm with 
significant U.S. assets, by Chinese firm Fujian Grand Chip Investment Fund. In 2017, 
President Donald Trump blocked acquisition of Lattice Semiconductor Corp. by Canyon 
Bridge Capital Partners, a Chinese investment fund. And in 2018, President Trump 
blocked acquisition of Qualcomm by Singapore-based Broadcom.50 

In 2018, Congress approved, and President Donald Trump signed into law, the first 
major reforms to CIFIUS in a decade with adoption of the Foreign Investment Risk 

 
47 Supra note 22. 
48 Senate Armed Services Committee, “Senate Armed Services Committee Releases Report on Counterfeit Electronic Parts.” May 
21, 2012. https://www.armed-services.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/SASC-Counterfeit-Electronics-Report-05-21-12.pdf 
49 John Adams, “America’s Semiconductors Supply Chain Faces Big Cybersecurity Risks.” Alliance for American Manufacturing, 
March 23, 2017. https://www.americanmanufacturing.org/blog/americas-semiconductors-supply-chain-faces-big-cybersecurity-
risks/ 
50 James Jackson, “The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS).” Congressional Research Service, February 
14, 2020. https://fas.org/sgp/crs/natsec/RL33388.pdf 
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Review Modernization Act (FIRRMA). The legislation targeted CFIUS review of national 
security risks in new areas including private equity investments and joint ventures 
acquiring sensitive technologies, including in the semiconductor industry.51 

Ø Entity List 
 
In 2018, the United States Department of Commerce Bureau of Industry Security (BIS) 
added Chinese semiconductor company Fujian Jinhua Integrated Circuit Company, Ltd 
(Jinhua) to its Entity List in response to theft of intellectual property from U.S.-based 
Micron.52 The action forbids acquisition by Jinhua of U.S. components absent a license 
and led to the company ceasing operations the following year. Jinhua was utilizing U.S. 
DRAM technology for Chinese military use.53 
 
Last year, BIS added HiSilicon to the Entity List when it expanded Huawei’s listing to all 
global affiliates, including the fabless semiconductor giant based in Shenzhen.54 
 

Ø Export Controls 

As part of the National Defense Authorization Act in 2018, Congress passed and the 
President signed into law the Export Control Reform Act. The ECRA sought to restrict 
exports to China of key foundational and emerging technologies, including 
semiconductors, citing a national security threat.55 

In August of 2020, BIS issued its long-awaited advanced notice of proposed rulemaking 
concerning foundational technologies from ECRA. The notice highlights that the export 
of semiconductor manufacturing equipment to indigenous military modernization efforts 
in China, Russia and Venezuela may pose a national security threat.56 

Ø “Military End User” Licensure 

In September of 2020, the Commerce Department announced to companies doing 
business with SMIC that they would need to apply for “military end user” licenses—
which had not previously been required. As these licenses are under review, American 
firms are not able to provide the tooling and other components necessary for 

 
51 Stephanie Zable, “The Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act of 2018.” Lawfare, August 2, 2018. 
https://www.lawfareblog.com/foreign-investment-risk-review-modernization-act-2018 
52 U.S. Department of Commerce. “Addition of Fujian Jinhua Integrated Circuit Company, Ltd (Jinhua) to the Entity List.” October 
30, 2018. https://www.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2018/10/addition-fujian-jinhua-integrated-circuit-company-ltd-jinhua-
entity-list 
53 Id. 
54 Bureau of Industry and Security, U.S. Department of Commerce, “Addition of Entities to the Entity List.” Federal Register, May 
21, 2019. https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/05/21/2019-10616/addition-of-entities-to-the-entity-list 
55 Burt Braverman, “Congress Enacts the Export Controls Act of 2018, Extending Controls to Emerging and Foundational 
Technologies.” Davis, Wright, Tremaine, LLC. September 26, 2018. https://www.dwt.com/insights/2018/09/congress-enacts-the-
export-controls-act-of-2018-ex 
56 Bureau of Industry and Security, U.S. Department of Commerce, “Identification and Review of Controls for Certain Foundational 
Technologies.” Federal Register, August 27, 2020. https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/08/27/2020-
18910/identification-and-review-of-controls-for-certain-foundational-technologies 
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semiconductor production.57 As this measure is recently implemented, policymakers 
should continue to monitor how this addresses security threats and prepare for other 
warranted measures. 

Ø Counterintelligence 
 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Director Chris Wray has said:  

 
The greatest long-term threat to our nation’s information and intellectual 
property, and to our economic vitality, is the counterintelligence and 
economic espionage threat from China.58  

 
80 percent of all economic espionage prosecutions brought by the U.S. Department of 
Justice are reported to involve cases that would benefit China.59 
 
In 2018, the United States Department of Justice unveiled a new China Initiative “to 
confront China’s malign behaviors and to protect U.S. technology.” The initiative 
specifies an effort “to better address supply chain threats, especially those impacting 
the telecommunications sector.”60 
 

Ø Domestic Production Incentives 

In order to make domestic manufacturing and production of semiconductors more 
globally competitive, leading Members of Congress have authored legislation to provide 
significant tax incentives and research and development to support the industry. In the 
Senate, Senators John Cornyn and Mark Warner have introduced S. 3933, The CHIPS for 
America Act, which would provide $22 billion in financial incentives and R&D. 
Congressman Mike McCaul has introduced the House version.61 

Senators Tom Cotton and Chuck Schumer have introduced similar legislation called the 
American Foundries Act.62 

Ø Hong Kong 

Following passage of a new national security law extending mainland governance and 
authority over the previously semi-autonomous region (SAR) of Hong Kong, the 

 
57 “U.S. tightens exports to China's chipmaker SMIC, citing risk of military use,” Reuters. September 26, 2020. 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-china-smic/u-s-imposes-curbs-on-exports-to-chinas-top-chipmaker-smic-idUSKBN26H0LN 
58 U.S. Department of Justice, “China Initiative.” https://www.justice.gov/usao-edtx/china-initiative 
59 U.S. Department of Justice, “Information About the Department of Justice’s China Initiative and a Compilation of China-Related 
Prosecutions Since 2018.” September 21, 2020. https://www.justice.gov/opa/information-about-department-justice-s-china-
initiative-and-compilation-china-related 
60 Bill Barr, “Attorney General William P. Barr Delivers the Keynote Address at the Department of Justice's China Initiative 
Conference.” February 6, 2020. https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/attorney-general-william-p-barr-delivers-keynote-address-
department-justices-china 
61 https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/3933 
62 https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/4130 
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Commerce Department extended export controls to China for key technologies, 
including semiconductors, to the Hong Kong SAR as well.63 

Ø International Push 

The U.S. Department of State leads an inter-agency initiative to warn allies around the 
world on the inherent dangers of Chinese military-civil fusion and their growth in key 
dual-use technologies such as semiconductors. Dr. Chris Ford, Assistant Secretary in the 
Bureau of International Security and Nonproliferation said:  

Military-civil fusion is a national-level Chinese effort led by Xi Jinping 
himself…to maximize its global geopolitical power by taking advantage 
of the “Revolution in Military Affairs” that Chinese officials envision arising 
out of modern advances in areas such as nuclear technology, aerospace, 
aviation, semiconductors, cloud computing, robotics, and “Big Data” 
processing.  

On this topic earlier this year, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said:  

Even if the Chinese Communist Party gives assurances about your 
technology being confined to peaceful uses, you should know there is 
enormous risk to America’s national security.64  

Global Response 

In 1996, the Wassenaar Arrangement was approved by 33 nations—since expanded to 
40—as the first global multilateral arrangement on export controls for conventional 
weapons and sensitive dual-use goods and technologies.65 Last year, the group updated 
the pact to include new language on semiconductors and semiconductor manufacturing 
equipment (SME).66 
 

Ø Netherlands 
 
Media reports indicate that the Dutch government blocked a shipment of an advanced 
chip-making machine by Dutch SME maker ASML to China-based SMIC following high-
level U.S. engagement.67 

 
63 Ana Swanson, “U.S. Halts High-Tech Exports to Hong Kong Over Security Concerns.” New York Times, June 29, 2020. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/29/business/economy/us-halts-high-tech-exports-hong-kong.html 
64 Joel Gehrke, “'Risk to America’s national security': Don't give vital technology to China, Pompeo tells Silicon Valley.” The 
Washington Examiner, January 14, 2020. https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/defense-national-security/risk-to-americas-
national-security-dont-give-vital-technology-to-china-pompeo-tells-silicon-valley 
65 The Wassenaar Arrangement On Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies, “What is the 
Wassenaar Arrangement?” https://www.wassenaar.org/the-wassenaar-arrangement/ 
66 The Wassenaar Arrangement On Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies, “List of Dual-
Use Goods and Technologies and Munitions List.” December 2019. https://www.wassenaar.org/app/uploads/2019/12/WA-DOC-
19-PUB-002-Public-Docs-Vol-II-2019-List-of-DU-Goods-and-Technologies-and-Munitions-List-Dec-19.pdf 
67 Alexandra Alper, Toby Sterling, Stephen Nellis, “Trump administration pressed Dutch hard to cancel China chip-equipment sale: 
sources” Reuters. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-asml-holding-usa-china-insight/trump-administration-pressed-dutch-hard-to-
cancel-china-chip-equipment-sale-sources-idUSKBN1Z50HN 
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Ø Japan 

Media reports have indicated that Japanese semiconductor firms, including Tokyo 
Electron, the number three global supplier of SME, would not sell to products to 
Chinese companies that end up on the BIS Entity List.68 

Last year, media reports indicated that Japan was considering advanced technology 
exports controls like what the United States has promulgated focusing on the threat 
from China.69 

Ø India 
 
In response to violent clashes along India’s border with China, killing dozens on both 
sides, India has banned 118 Chinese applications or apps.70 Media reports also indicate 
that India is moving to restrict Chinese telecommunications companies from building out 
future domestic telecommunications networks.71 
 
This has led observers to note a change in Indian policy toward China when it comes to 
key technology issues perhaps forecasting key, additional technology import restrictions 
from China in the future.72 
 

Ø United Kingdom and the European Union 

The United Kingdom and several major carriers in European Union countries including 
Belgium, France, Czech Republic, Poland, Italy, and Sweden have reportedly decided to 
not use Chinese telecommunications giants Huawei or ZTE to build out their 5G 
networks. Additionally, following additional U.S. export restrictions to Huawei, there are 
even serious discussions of an EU-wide de-facto ban.73 This indicates a leeriness of 
technology imports from China to the European continent. 

 

 

 
68 Makiko Yamazaki, “Exclusive: Top Japanese chip gear firm to honor U.S. blacklist of Chinese firms – executive.” Reuters, June 
11, 2019. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trade-china-semiconductors-exclus/exclusive-top-japanese-chip-gear-firm-to-
honor-u-s-blacklist-of-chinese-firms-executive-idUSKCN1TC0H6 
69 Takashi Tsuji, “Japan weighs export controls for cutting-edge tech.” Nikkei Asia, May 20, 2019. 
https://asia.nikkei.com/Economy/Trade-war/Japan-weighs-export-controls-for-cutting-edge-tech 
70 Sameer Yasir and Hari Kumar, “India Bans 118 Chinese Apps as Indian Soldier Is Killed on Disputed Border.” New York Times, 
September 2, 2020. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/02/world/asia/india-bans-china-apps.html 
71 Nikarika Sharma, “Indian telecom firms may take a hit if the government decides to ban Huawei.” Quartz, August 30, 2020. 
https://amp.scroll.in/article/971562/indian-telecom-firms-may-take-a-hit-if-the-government-decides-to-ban-huawei 
72 Justin Sherman, “India’s China app ban heightens need for multilateral discussion on digital privacy and security.” The Atlantic 
Council, July 1, 2020. https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/new-atlanticist/indias-china-app-ban-heightens-need-for-multilateral-
discussion-on-digital-privacy-and-security/ 
73 Laurens Cerulus, “Europe’s 5G plans in limbo after latest salvo against Huawei.” Politico, August 25, 2020. 
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Ø Taiwan 
 
In response to increased aggression from China, Taiwan has taken a series of steps 
targeting mainland-based technology companies, including increased transparency of 
PRC-domiciled tech companies and a ban on certain PRC apps.74 This shows a strong 
concern from top Taiwanese government officials at the threat mainland technology 
policies pose to Taiwan’s sovereignty, security, and survival. 
 
The largest semiconductor foundry in the world, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing 
Company (TSMC), announced that it would not sell its high-end chips to Huawei or 
HiSilicon in accordance with U.S. regulatory restrictions.75 
 

Ø South Korea 
 

Though South Korea often gets caught in the middle of U.S.-China tech disputes, it has 
also sought technology independence from Beijing. Though Seoul prefers a less 
prescriptive path than Washington has taken, the result has aligned at times. As an 
example, South Korea decided to both boost its own domestic champions and limit 
reliance on China when it decided to contract Samsung and other domestic companies 
to build South Korea’s 5G network.76 
 
Media reports indicate that both Samsung and SK Hynix will cease supplying Huawei 
with high-end components including advanced chips.77 Samsung and LG Display are 
both reportedly planning to stop selling Huawei panels for premium smartphones as 
well.78 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Entity Listing 

While the U.S. government has already taken steps to limit the transfer of sensitive technologies 
and components to Chinese counterparts, the efficacy of these measures should be evaluated 
by policymakers along with other measures that can be applied to ensure U.S. national security. 
Given the dual-use nature of semiconductors and the civil-military fusion in China, BIS should 
add SMIC, CXMT, YMTC and potentially other Chinese-domiciled semiconductor companies as 

 
74 Bethany Allen-Ebrahimian, “Taiwan targets Chinese tech.” Axios, August 25, 2020. https://www.axios.com/taiwan-chinese-tech-
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warranted to the Entity List. Sensitive U.S. components should not go to further the military 
technology of our primary geopolitical competitor. This action would likely have the tertiary 
impact of stopping key semiconductor imports from Japan and South Korea to leading Chinese 
industry players as well. 

• Export Controls 
 
BIS should conclude a swift, but thoughtful, interagency rulemaking for its export restrictions of 
foundational technologies to include high-end semiconductors and SME to the state-owned 
enterprises of adversarial nations like China and Russia. 
 

• Diplomatic Pressure 
 
The U.S. State Department should continue to lead the interagency on a global diplomatic effort 
to ensure allies understand the risks of using state-backed Chinese technology. The 
Department’s Clean Network Initiative programs should be expanded to include 
semiconductors. 
 

• Incent Domestic Production 
 
Domestic and allied production capacity should be a key consideration for policymakers as they 
consider policies affecting semiconductor supply chains and their security. To foster domestic 
capacity and continued U.S. innovation leadership, Congress should immediately approve and 
the President should sign into law the CHIPS for America Act or something similar to match the 
massive financial incentives China is pouring into its own state-backed industry, creating a 
national security threat to the U.S. and our allies. 
 

• Expand Defense Industrial Base to Semiconductor Production 
 
Expanding Defense Industrial Base authorities to semiconductor production would ensure U.S. 
or trusted allied semiconductor companies protect a Western or Western-allied manufacturing 
base. Utilizing the Industrial Base Fund and the Defense Production Act’s Title III financial tools, 
this would be done in a similar way to how the U.S. Defense Industrial Base protects ship, tank 
and airplane manufacturing lines, none of which function without high-end semiconductors. 
 

• Prepare for Retaliation 
 
Should the United States take the actions above, we certainly should prepare for relation by the 
Chinese government to related or potentially unrelated industries—including the detention or 
commencement of Chinese criminal proceedings against U.S. and allied citizens in China. The 
interdependence of U.S.-China technology industries and other commercial ties behoove the 
government to be aware of the impact that this could have on U.S. firms’ operations and 
revenue and citizens’ safety abroad, and it should plan accordingly. 
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CONCLUSION 
Semiconductors are essential to much of the U.S. economic and national security of the present and 
future.  

Though the United States does not need to act like China to beat China, we must not abandon the 
playing field entirely. A national strategy by our primary geopolitical competitor that includes state-
backed research and development, state financing, a captured market of the world’s second largest 
economy, and state-sponsored IP theft cannot be met with wishful thinking. 

Instead, to match the moment, the United States and our allies should take immediate action like that 
outlined above to secure the semiconductor and SME supply chain and prevent reliance on or infiltration 
by adversarial nations like China. 

 


